We develop the study of some spaces of currents of bidegree (p, p).
Introduction
In [17] , the second author has introduced a class of polynomial automorphisms of C kregular automorphisms -and has constructed for such maps the equilibrium measures as intersection of invariant positif closed currents -Green currents (see also [16, 8] ). The measure is mixing when k = 2 or 3. Regular polynomial automorphisms are Zariski dense in the space of polynomial automorphisms of a given algebraic degree. In dimension 2, these maps are Hénon type automorphisms (see [1, 2, 12] ).
In this paper, we develop the theory of some spaces of currents and we construct Green currents for a larger class of birational maps of P k . We show that they are extremal and obtain a mixing measure as intersection of these currents. A small pertubation of regular polynomial automorphisms belongs to this class. Our method can be extended to some rational non-invertible self-maps of P k and to random iteration.
For a Hénon automorphism f of C 2 , it was proved in [13] that the Green current T + is the unique positive closed (1, 1)-current of mass 1 supported on K + := {z, f n (z) bounded}. In particular, this current is extremal. The result was extended to regular automorphisms in [17] and to weakly regular automorphisms in [16] . Here we deal with (p, p)-currents, p > 1. The question is to prove their extremality which implies the mixing of the equilibrium measure.
The problem was already solved for automorphisms of compact Kähler manifolds under the natural assumption that their dynamical degrees are distinct. We proved that the Green currents are almost extremal, i.e. they belong to finite dimensional extremal faces of the cone of positive closed currents. We then constructed a mixing measure [10] .
We use here the same method of dd c -resolution as in [7, 9, 10] to study the Green current of some birational maps of P k . The cohomology space is simpler, but we have to extend our calculus to deal with indeterminacy set (see also [8, 6] ). Most of the paper deals with the extension of the calculus to new spaces of currents. Basically the problem is to give a meaning to the formula f * (T ), Φ = T, f * (Φ) when f has indeterminacy points (see Proposition 3.5) . We believe that this can be applied in other contexts.
In [15] Guedj has independently proved, for weakly regular automorphisms of C k , that the Green currents of the right degrees are extremal.
We describe now our situation. Let f : P k → P k be a birational map of algebraic degree d ≥ 2. Let I ± be the indeterminacy set of f ±1 .
Definition 1.1
We say that f is regular if there exists an integer s, 1 ≤ s ≤ k − 1, and open sets V ± , U ± such that
2. There is a smooth positive closed (k − s, k − s)-form Θ + supported in P k \V + , strictly positive on U + , and a smooth positive closed (s, s)-form
is a union of analytic subsets of dimension s (resp. k − s) of P k , it carries a form Θ + (resp. Θ − ) as above. If f is regular and σ 1 , σ 2 are automorphisms of P k close to the identity, then σ 1 • f • σ 2 is regular. When f is a polynomial automorphism, this definition is equivalent to the definition of [17] , i.e. to the fact that I + ∩ I − = ∅.
Consider a regular birational map f of algebraic degree d ≥ 2. Let δ be the algebraic degree of f −1 . We show that the dynamical degree d p of f is equal to d p for 1 ≤ p ≤ s, the dynamical degree δ q of f −1 is equal to δ q for 1 ≤ q ≤ k − s and d s = δ k−s (Proposition 3.2). We also prove that f ±1 are algebraically stable, i.e. no hypersurface is sent under an iterate of f ±1 to its indeterminacy set. Hence, we can construct for f ±1 Green currents T ± of bidegree (1, 1) and of mass 1. The current T + (resp. T − ) has Hölder continuous local potential in P k \ V + (resp. P k \ V − ) and satisfies the relation [17] .
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 Let f : P k → P k be a regular birational map as above. Then for every p, q such that 1 ≤ p ≤ s and 1 ≤ q ≤ k − s, the following holds.
1. If T is a closed positive (p, p)-current on P k of mass 1 which belongs to PC p (V + ), then d −np f n * (T ) converge weakly in U + ∞ to T p + . If T is a closed positive (q, q)-current on P k of mass 1 which belongs to PC q (V − ), then δ −nq (f n ) * (T ) converge weakly in U − ∞ to T q − .
2. The currents T p + and T q − are extremal in the following sense. For every positive closed (p, p)-current S such that S ≤ T p + in P k , we have S = cT p + in U + ∞ where c := S . Analogously for T q − .
The probability measure
The spaces PC p will be defined in Sections 2. The operator f * on positive closed currents will be defined in Section 3. We use the method of dd cresolution (see [7, 9, 10] ) in order to prove a convergence result, stronger than the weak convergence (point 1 of Theorem 1.2). This will be done in Section 4. The method gives also a new construction of Green currents and implies their extremality (point 2 of Theorem 1.2). The mixing of µ is a consequence of point 2 (see [17, 16, 10] for the proof).
The spaces of currents we use as in [7, 9, 10] are probably of interest: they allow to consider intersections of currents of bidegree (p, p), p > 1 (see Remark 2.3).
In [5] , the first named author proved that T s + and T k−s − are weakly laminar (see [2] for Hénon maps). The Hölder continuity of local potentials of T ± on U ± implies that µ is PC. It has positive Hausdorff dimension and has no mass on pluripolar sets (see for example [17] ).
DSH and PC currents
We will introduce two classes of currents in P k . Let V be an open set in P k . The class DSH • (V ) is the space of test currents. For bidegree (0, 0), these currents are Differences of q.p.S.H. functions which are pluriharmonic in a neigbourhood of V . Recall that an L 1 function ϕ :
Here ω is the standard Fubini-Study form on P k that we normalize by
The class PC • (V ) is the space of currents of zero order satisfying some regularity property in P k \ V . For example, such a positive closed current of bidegree (1, 1) has Continuous local Potential in P k \ V (Proposition 2.2).
So positive closed currents supported in P k \ V are elements of DSH • (V ). If S is such a current and ϕ is a q.p.s.h. function integrable with respect to the trace measure of S,
It is a topology associated to an inductive limit.
Observe that smooth forms in DSH • (V ) are dense on this space. This can be check by regularization on P k .
The following proposition allows to construct currents in DSH • (V ) as solutions of dd c -equation and shows that they can be used as quasi-potentials of positive closed currents (see also [10] ).
Observe that Φ is continuous where Ω is continuous.
Let PC p (V ) be the space of (p, p)-currents T of order 0 which can be extended to a linear continuous form on DSH k−p (V ). The value of this linear form on Φ ∈ DSH k−p (V ) is denoted by T, Φ . Since smooth forms are dense in DSH k−p (V ) the extension is unique.
The following proposition justifies our notations which suggest that currents in PC have some continuity property. Let C k−p+1 denote the cone of positive closed current Ω of bidegree (k − p + 1, k − p + 1) supported in P k \ V . Define a topology on C k−p+1 as follows: Ω n → Ω in C k−p+1 if the Ω n are supported in a compact subset of P k \ V and Ω n → Ω weakly.
can be extended to a continuous map on C k−p+1 , then T belongs to
2. If T is a positive closed current of bidegree (1, 1), then T belongs to
It is clear that if the map Ω → U, Ω is well defined and continuous on C k−p+1 , then T, Φ can be extended to a continuous linear form on DSH k−p (V ).
When V is weakly (p − 1)-convex, in particular when V is empty, (see the definition below), using Proposition 2.1, one can prove that the converse is also true.
2. We write T = α + dd c U with α continuous and U a q.p.s.h. function. Let Θ be a smooth positive (k, k)-form of mass 1 supported in P k \ V . Let a ∈ P k \ V and Φ a be the current satisfying dd c Φ a = δ a − Θ given by Proposition 2.1. We have
When T belongs to PC 1 (V ), since Φ a depends continuously on a, U(a) depends continuously on a ∈ P k \ V .
Remark 2.3
The notion of PC regularity allows to consider the intersection of currents. If T belongs to PC p (V ) and S be a positive closed current supported in P k \ V , then T ∧ S is well defined and depends continuously on S. Indeed, if ϕ is a test smooth form, ϕ ∧ S belongs to DSH • (V ). So we can define T ∧ S, ϕ := T, ϕ ∧ S . If T is positive and closed, then so is T ∧ S. We will come back to this subject in a future work (see also Proposition 2.5).
Assume now that V satisfies some convexity property. We say that V is weakly s-convex if there exists a non zero positive closed current Θ of bidegree (k − s, k − s) supported in P k \ V . By regularization, we can assume that Θ is smooth. Observe that every positive closed current of bidegree (s, s) intersects Θ. Hence it cannot be supported in V .
In particular, every q.p.s.h function is integrable with respect to the trace measure T ∧ ω k−p and T has no mass on pluripolar sets.
Proof. By scaling, we can assume that Φ ≤ 1. Hence Φ ∧ Θ belongs to a compact set of
We then deduce that T, Φ∧ω k−s ≥ −c for some constant c > 0 independent of Φ.
Now consider a q.p.s.h. function ϕ strictly negative on P k such that dd c ϕ ≥ −ω. Let ϕ n be a sequence of negative smooth functions decreasing to ϕ such that dd c ϕ n ≥ −ω. By the first part, we have
It follows that T, ϕω k−p ≥ −c(1 + ϕ L 1 ).
The above Proposition gives a version of Oka's inequality (see [14] ) in the sense that T -integrability on support of Θ implies T -integrability.
Proof. We can assume that v is negative. Proposition 2.4 permits to define R ∧ T := ω ∧ T + dd c (vT ) (even without assuming that v is continuous). It is easy to check by approximation that R ∧ T is positive. If Φ ∈ DSH k−p−1 (V ) is a smooth form, we have
When Φ ∈ DSH k−p−1 (V ) is not smooth, the right hand side is well defined and depends continuously on Φ (see Remark 2.3 for the definition of the measure T ∧ dd c Φ). Hence, we can extend R ∧ T to linear continuous form on DSH k−p−1 (V ). It follows that R ∧ T ∈ PC p+1 (V ). For the second part of Proposition 2.5, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that R 1 ∈ PC 1 (V ). We then use an induction on n.
To prove the convergence result, we use the above formula:
The convergence of the first term is clear for Φ ∈ DSH k−p−1 (V ). For the second term, observe that T i ∧dd c Φ are measures with bounded mass supported in a compact subset of P k \ V . The convergence follows.
Let V be as in Proposition 2.5 and let A be a compact analytic subset of P k \V . Define C the cone of negative L 1 forms Φ ∈ C 0 k−p (P k \A)∩DSH k−p (V ), smooth in neighbourhood of V , such that dd c Φ = Ω + − Ω − with Ω ± positive closed supported in P k \ V , smooth on P k \ A and having no mass on A. We will use the following lemma in Section 4. The continuity is with respect to the topology of C 0
. We show that lim S, Φ n = S, Φ P k \A . This will prove the Lemma. We have by Fatou's lemma:
Since T p , Φ n → T p , Φ , we only need to prove that T p , Φ = T p , Φ P k \A . Using a partition of the unity, we can assume that supp(Φ) ⊂ P k \ V . Let u be a negative q.p.s.h. function such that dd c u ≥ −ω, u = −∞ on A and u is smooth on P k \ A. Let χ be a smooth convex increasing function on R ∪ {−∞} such that χ(0) = 1, χ C 2 ≤ 4 and χ = 0 on [−∞, −1]. Define u n := χ(u/n). These functions are smooth, equal to 0 in neigbourhoods of A. We also have dd c u n ≥ −4n −1 ω and u n → 1 uniformly on compact sets of P k \ A. It is sufficient to show that lim T p , u n Φ = T p , Φ .
Define Ω := Ω + − Ω − . We have
This is true for smooth forms and hence for Φ by approximation. On the other hand, we have
Using an induction on p, we only need to prove that lim dd
By induction hypothesis, the measure T p−1 ∧ Ω has no mass on A (see also Remark 2.3). Hence the first term tends to v p T p−1 , Ω . We show that the other ones tend to 0.
Since ±dd c u n ≤ dd c u n + 8n −1 ω and dd c u n + 8n −1 ω ≥ 0, we have:
For the other terms it is sufficient to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the property that du n ∧ d c u n can be dominated by dd c u 2 n + 100n −1 ω. The functions u 2 n satisfy analogous inequalities as the u n do.
Regular birational maps
Let f : P k → P k be a dominating rational map of algebraic degree d ≥ 2. In homogeneous coordinates [z 0 : · · · : z k ], we have f = [P 0 : · · · : P k ] where P i are homogeneous polynomials of degree d without common divisor. Let Γ be the graph of f in P k × P k , π i the canonical projections of P k × P k onto its factors. If A is a subset of P k , define f (A) := π 2 π −1 1 (A) ∩ Γ and f −1 (A) := π 1 π −1 2 (A) ∩ Γ . The operators f * := (π 2 ) * (π 1|Γ ) * and f * := (π 1 ) * (π 2|Γ ) * are well defined and continuous on L ∞ forms with values in spaces of L 1 forms (forms with L 1 coefficients).
We define the dynamical degree of order p of f by
These limits exist always (see for example [11] ). It is easy to see that d p ≤ d p 1 . The last degree d k is the topological degree of f . It is equal to #f −1 (z) for z generic.
Consider now a birational map f , i.e. a map with topological degree 1. The set I + (resp. I − ) of points z ∈ P k such that f (z) (resp. f −1 (z)) is infinite is the indeterminacy set of f (resp. f −1 ). Let δ denote the algebraic degree and δ q the dynamical degree of order q associated to f −1 .
2. There is a smooth closed positive (k − s, k − s)-form Θ supported in P k \ V and strictly positive on U . We will assume that Θ = 1.
Observe that V is weakly s-convex. If H is a hypersurface of P k , then H ⊂ V . It follows that H cannot be sent by an iterate of f to I + . Hence, f is algebraically stable, i.e. deg(f n ) = d n [17] . Proof. Since f n is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of P k \ V , we have
then the current of integration on I + n intersects Θ which is cohomologous to ω k−s (recall dim H p,p (P k , C) = 1). This is impossible since
Since f is algebraically stable, f n * (ω) is a positive closed (1, 1)-current of mass d n and smooth on P k \ I + n . We have seen that dim I + n ≤ k − s − 1. The intersection theory [4, 14] implies that f n * (ω) ∧ . . . ∧ f n * (ω) (p times, p ≤ s) is well defined and does not charge algebraic sets. It's mass is equal to d np . We deduce from (1) that d p = d p and (f n ) * = (f * ) n on H p,p (P k , C).
When f is regular, we prove in the same way that dim I − n ≤ s − 1 and δ q = δ q . We obtain from (1) that d s = δ k−s . It follows that d s = δ k−s .
Remark 3.3
The identity (f n ) * = (f * ) n on H p,p (X, C) corresponds to an algebraic stability of higher order. The notion can be introduced for meromorphic maps on a compact Kähler manifold. Proposition 3.2 is valid in a more general case.
Let T be a positive closed (p, p)-current on P k . The restriction f 0 of f to P k \ f −1 (I − ) is an injective map. We can define f * 0 (T ) on P k \ f −1 (I − ). By approximation, one can check that this is a positive closed current of finite mass (see also [11] ). Let f ⋆ (T ) denote the trivial extension of f * 0 (T ) on P k . By a theorem of Skoda [18] , f ⋆ (T ) is positive and closed.
If
. Moreover, f ⋆ (T ) is smaller than every limit value τ of the sequence f ⋆ (T n ). More precisely, the current τ − f ⋆ (T ) is positive closed and supported in f −1 (I − ).
Assume now that 1 ≤ p ≤ s. Using a regularization of T , we deduce from the above properties that f ⋆ (T ) ≤ d p T . When f ⋆ (T ) = d p T , we define f * (T ) := f ⋆ (T ). We define similarly f ⋆ and f * on positive closed currents. Proof. The first assertion follows from Definition 3.1 since f −1 :
Consider now a smooth positive closed form Φ ∈ DSH k−p (V ). Recall that by Proposition 2.4, T and f ⋆ (T ) do not charge analytic sets. We have
We next show that T, f * (Φ) P k \I − = T, f * (Φ) . For this, we can assume that f * (Φ) = 1. Let W be a form, smooth outside I − , such that dd c W = f * (Φ) − ω k−p and θ be a smooth function supported in U, equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of I − . Define Ψ := dd c (θW ) + cω s−p ∧ Θ, c > 0 big enough. Then Ψ is positive closed, supp(Ψ) ⊂ P k \ V and Ψ − f * (Φ) is smooth. This form Ψ belongs to DSH k−p (V ). We only need to show that T, Ψ P k \I − = T, Ψ .
Let u n as in Lemma 2.6 but we replace A by I − . We have On the other hand, if Φ ′ ≥ Φ is a smooth closed form, we also have
.
This also holds for Φ smooth non positive because we can write Φ as difference of positive forms. From the first assertion of the Proposition, it follows that the right hand side of the last equality is well defined for every Φ ∈ DSH k−p (V ) and depends continuously on Φ. This allows to extend f * (T ) to a continuous linear form on DSH k−p (V ). Hence f * (T ) ∈ PC p (V ).
Using the equality f * (Φ n ) = Ψ n+1 + Φ n+1 we obtain by induction that
Since f n * (T ) is cohomologous to d pn ω p , using the regularization of Ψ i , we get
Recall that T ∈ PC p (V ) and Φ ± n L ∞ (V ) + Φ ± 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.5 imply also that c Φ depends continuously on Φ ∈ DSH k−p (V ). So, (3) implies that every limit value in P k of the sequence d −pn f n * (T ) belongs to PC p (V ). Consider now a smooth closed real-valued (k − p, k − p)-form Φ supported in U. Observe that dd c Φ + c(ω s−p+1 ∧ Θ) is positive for c > 0 big enough. It follows that Φ ∈ DSH k−p (V ). By (3), the sequence d −pn f n * (T ) converges in U to a current which does not depend on T . Hence, lim d −pn f n * (T ) = T p + on U since this is true for T = ω p . The relation f n * (T p + ) = d np T p + implies that lim d −pn f n * (T ) = T p + on U ∞ .
2. Let c be the mass of S and define S n := d np (f n ) ⋆ (S). We have S n ≤ T p + . By Lemma 3.4, f n * (S n ) is well defined. From Proposition 2.4, T p + has no mass on analytic sets. It follows that f n * (S n ) = d np S since this holds out of an analytic set. We also deduce that S n = c.
Let Φ be a smooth form supported in U. Lemma 2.6 implies that (2) still holds when we replace T by S n − cT p + . Here A = ∪ i≤n f i (I − ) and R i = T + . Since S n − cT p + is cohomologous to 0, we get
The relations S n ≤ T p + and Φ ± n ≤ 0 imply that the last expression is dominated by a combination of T p + , Φ + n and of T p + , Φ − n . Hence, since T ∈ PC p (V ) and d −(p−1)n Φ ± n belong to a compact set in DSH k−p (V ), we have
It follows that S − cT p + , Φ = 0 for every smooth form Φ supported in U. Hence, S = cT p + on U. In the same way, we show that S n = cT p + on U. The relation f * (T p + ) = d p T p + implies that S = cT p + on f −n (U) \ I + n for every n ≥ 1. 
